
 
 

 

Organiser’s Comments (Norman Hall) 

Thurstaston provides a very compact area with regards to organizing. Car park, assembly, 

start and finish all within a 150 metre radius. No great distances to lug equipment. A little 

bit different to Caw.  

The entry on the day numbers caught me a little off guard but the superlative efforts by 

the registration, dibber allocation and SI teams, who coped magnificently, saved the day. 

Many thanks for all your efforts on the day.  We managed to get the laser printer kick 

started otherwise a lot of people would have been turned away for lack of maps. 

We had 216 runners on seven courses, 53 of these entry on the day with 12 no shows 

from the pre entry. 

The downside to the day was that the String course only had 4 runners and this is a shame 

after the time and effort put in by Peter Edwards and family on the day and before. 

Also we did have one injury scare, Heather Fellbaum of MDOC slipped ( while 

stationary she says ) on damp rock and damaged her ankle. After first aid she went for 

Xray which fortunately revealed no break but badly sprained. Thanks must go to Hannah 

Irvine who provided support and comfort to the unfortunate Heather. 

My thanks to the Deeside helpers who once again rallied round to produce another 

successful event.  

Well done to Pete on his excellent courses and thanks to controller Ian Watson for his 

time and wise input. Also to Mike Smithard who did a lot of work updating the map and 

then was ill and unable to run on the day. 

We are grateful to Wirral Council, The National Trust and Natural England who gave 

permission to use the area. Thanks are also due to Royden Park Ranger Paul Greenslade 

for accommodating us. 

Planner’s Comments (Pete Owens) 

A fine November day saw Thurstaston at its best, with the glorious autumn colours and 

views of Wales across the Dee Estuary offering distractions to competitors. 

This is a little gem of an area with different parts offering contrasting navigational 

challenges. There is the fast running open parkland, rhododendron thickets and small hills 

of Royden Park, the heathland with vague rolling hill forms, the parallel wooded re-

entrants at the foot of the scarp and the sandstone outcrops surrounding Thor’s Stone in 

an area of complex contour and vegetation detail. The area is criss-crossed by a confusing 

network of indistinct paths, which can make for fast running but also lead you off course 

if you drop your concentration.  
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It looks like I overestimated running speeds so the courses were about 10% too long. 

Dave Schorah had a fairly clean run on the black course and still took over 38 minutes. 

Lengths were calculated looking at the results of previous classic style events and I 

should have allowed for the larger number of controls visited and less straight path 

running on a middle distance course.  

I also seriously underestimated the demand for entry on the day, thus lumbering Norman 

with the task of trying to print more maps. Apologies to all those helpers who suffered 

the exhaust gasses from the overstretched generator. 

Thanks to John, Ian, Darren, Gwynn, Chris, Denis and Peter who helped to put out and 

collect controls and especially Nick, who was determined to hunt down the kite on his 

course that had been re-positioned by local vandals. 

Thanks also to Mike Smithard for a major update of the map to reflect changes in 

vegetation and paths. 

Controller’s Comments (Ian Watson) 

Congratulations to Pete, Norman and all others involved for putting on an excellent 

event. Thurstaston is ideally suited to a Middle Distance event and hopefully provided an 

interesting challenge. There was a suggestion that the courses were a little long as some 

of the winning times were slightly greater than those recommended. With all respect to 

the winners, I suspect that if the very top runners had turned up, they would all have been 

within the guidelines. However, for those lower down the field, the technical difficulty 

probably resulted in a wider spread than usual. Best wishes to Heather for a speedy 

recovery from her injury. 

 

 

 


